The papers of Robert L. Schulz were deposited in the Eisenhower Library by Schulz and his heirs over a period of time from 1960 to 2011.

Linear feet: 56 feet, 9 inches

Following the death of Schulz the literary rights in his unpublished writings passed to the United States. Under terms of the instrument of gift, the following classes of items are withheld from research use:

1. Papers which constitute an invasion of personal privacy or a libel of a living person.

2. Papers which are required to be kept secret in the interest of national defense or foreign policy, and are properly classified.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sept. 17, 1907</td>
<td>Born in New York, New York</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1919-1922</td>
<td>Attended McBurney Preparatory School, New York City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1922-1923</td>
<td>Attended Columbia Grammar School, New York City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930s</td>
<td>Attended Academy of Advanced Traffic, New York City</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934-1941</td>
<td>Entered field of traffic management and worked for Eastern Steamship Line, Norfolk and Western Railroad, and Johnson and Johnson.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1942</td>
<td>Consultant to War Department on transportation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1942-1947</td>
<td>Commissioned a captain and assigned to Traffic Control Division, Office of the Chief of Transportation, U.S. Army Transportation Corps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 28, 1943</td>
<td>Married Dorothy E. Cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1947</td>
<td>Appointed Aide-de-Camp to Chief of Staff, General of the Army Dwight Eisenhower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1948-1950</td>
<td>Aide to the President of Columbia University, General Dwight Eisenhower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950-1952</td>
<td>Aide to Commander of SHAPE, General Eisenhower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952</td>
<td>Brief tour with the Army Transportation Corps at the New York Port of Embarkation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1953-1961</td>
<td>Military Aide to the President of the United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961-1969</td>
<td>Executive Assistant and Aide to former President Eisenhower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962</td>
<td>Schulz retired from the Army as a Brigadier General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969-1974</td>
<td>Special Assistant to the President for Liaison with Former Presidents (appointed by President Nixon on Feb. 14, 1969)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970s</td>
<td>Chairman of Environmental Energy Systems Inc. of Alexandria, Virginia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 7, 1984</td>
<td>Died at Virginia Beach, Virginia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SCOPE AND CONTENT NOTE

As Dwight Eisenhower’s aide from 1947 to 1969, Robert L. Schulz performed a wide variety of tasks managing the practical aspects of DDE’s life as general, Columbia University president, NATO leader, President of the United States, and former President. Schulz was officially a military aide for during most of his long association with DDE, though his duties were broad in nature. His chief purpose was to handle mundane matters in order to free Eisenhower to concentrate on the affairs of office.

Schulz had a background in transportation, and he maintained a lifelong interest in the transportation and the hospitality industries. He joined the military in 1942, began arranging transportation for Eisenhower as early as 1945, and became Eisenhower’s Aide-de-Camp in 1947. His primary duties included arranging transportation and handling personal business matters for Eisenhower and his family. Schulz acted as a gatekeeper and a discreet channel of communication for DDE’s family and close friends. In this latter role, he interacted with many prominent associates of Eisenhower, and developed personal relationships with some. Schulz eventually retired from the military in 1962, but continued to work for Eisenhower as an aide, though he earned extra income as a fund-raiser for the United Cerebral Palsy Associations.

Shortly before Eisenhower’s death in 1969, Richard Nixon appointed Schulz to a newly created post: Special Liaison to the President for Former Presidents. In this role, he worked with former president Lyndon Johnson and President Richard Nixon. He also continued to assist Mamie Eisenhower, the Eisenhower family, and John and Delores Moaney (the latter couple were longtime employees of the Eisenhowers). Schulz was also active in various Eisenhower legacy organizations and enterprises. Later in life, he actively researched business opportunities in various fields and worked as a consultant.

The papers of Robert L. Schulz include appointment books which he maintained for Eisenhower, social and business correspondence, subject files, property lists, card indexes, memorabilia, and military travel files. Researchers interested in the practical details of Eisenhower’s private life will find much of interest, including concrete information on travel arrangements, household goods, diet, and the like. An incomplete but nevertheless useful portrait of Schulz’ personality, interests, and work can also be gleaned from the collection. The information on the development of the Eisenhower Foundation and the Eisenhower Library complex may be interesting to historians of these institutions. Finally, the collection (particularly the correspondence) may be useful to social historians of the 1950s and 60s who are interested in social relations of men in business. Numerous photographs, artifacts, and books were transferred to the audiovisual collection, the museum collection, and the book collection, respectively.
SERIES DESCRIPTIONS

SERIES 1: APPOINTMENT BOOKS

Linear feet: 10
Approximate number of pages: 18,865
Processed by VJA, May 2010

The appointment books are arranged into five groups and each group is arranged chronologically. There are:

These are appointment books maintained by Schulz and his staff that list his appointments while serving Eisenhower as Military Aide and Executive Assistant. Books dated after Eisenhower’s death contain a record of Schulz’s meetings, appointments, and telephone calls.

Trip Flight Logs, 1949-1958


Schulz Pocket Calendars, 1958-1971
Some original pocket calendars have donor-restricted material included. The bound photocopies of these calendars do not contain this information and are available for researcher use.

Bound photocopies of Schulz’s and Eisenhower’s appointment books, 1945-1971

The appointment books reflect the entries in the appointment books in Dwight D. Eisenhower’s papers, but sometimes contain additional annotations specific to Schulz’s duties. The photocopied appointment books were created for the use of the editors of the Johns Hopkins publication of The Papers of Dwight D. Eisenhower. These bound appointment books are not in boxes.

SERIES 2: CORRESPONDENCE FILES, 1941-1976

Linear feet: 17 feet, 11 inches
Approximate number of pages:
Processed by MB, November 22, 2011

The Correspondence Series consists of an alphabetically arranged Name Files subseries spanning 1941-1960, and eleven other subseries arranged by year and there under alphabetically, covering the period from 1961 to 1976.
Schulz corresponded with many persons in the transportation and hospitality industries and the military. He often exchanged social correspondence with people whom he met in the course of his work, and some correspondence involves matters pertaining to both Schulz and Eisenhower.

Nearly half the series dates from the 1950s. Much of the correspondence involves fairly routine messages touching on topics such as gifts, promotions, spouses, children, and travel. References to politics or international affairs are found, usually in the form of admiration expressed for President Eisenhower. Schulz was often asked to convey greetings or good wishes to the Eisenhower family, and he himself often mentions his work-related travels. Many letters contain references to enclosures not found within the series. Researchers interested in DDE’s time at SHAPE should consult the Al Gruenther and R.O. Davidson correspondence in particular. Those interested in the Eisenhower family should consult the Eisenhower, Doud, Michael Doud Gill, and Ted Brown files.

Schulz’s interest in business and his career ambitions are also documented in the series. At various times, he contemplated leaving the military and establishing a business or working as a consultant. His interest in inventions, commercial opportunities, woodworking, and model trains is also amply documented.

The various Personal Correspondence subseries and the Miscellaneous Correspondence subseries resemble the Name Files, but include more cards and letters of a purely social nature. The 1968 subseries contains many inquiries about DDE’s health, while the 1969 subseries includes correspondence regarding RLS’s own health after he suffered a heart attack on April 25, 1969; however, there is very little correspondence from 1969 prior to DDE’s death. The relative scarcity of correspondence from 1968 and 1969 may reflect the extra strain imposed by DDE’s failing health and later, RLS’s own illness.

SUBSERIES: NAME FILES, 1941-1960
SUBSERIES: PERSONAL CORRESPONDENCE, 1961-62
SUBSERIES: PERSONAL CORRESPONDENCE, 1963-65
SUBSERIES: PERSONAL CORRESPONDENCE, 1966-67
SUBSERIES: PERSONAL CORRESPONDENCE, 1968
SUBSERIES: PERSONAL CORRESPONDENCE, 1969
SUBSERIES: PERSONAL CORRESPONDENCE, 1970
SUBSERIES: PERSONAL CORRESPONDENCE, 1971
SUBSERIES: PERSONAL CORRESPONDENCE, 1972
SUBSERIES: PERSONAL CORRESPONDENCE, 1973-74
SUBSERIES: MISCELLANEOUS CORRESPONDENCE, 1972-73
SUBSERIES: PERSONAL CORRESPONDENCE, 1974-76
SERIES 3: AIDE FILES, 1948-1969

Linear feet: 18 feet, 2 inches
Approximate number of pages:
Processed by MB, November 28, 2011

The series consists of card indexes, subject files, and lists on diverse topics pertaining to RLS’ duties as an aide to DDE, before, during, and after the presidency. The series has been subdivided into eighteen subseries reflecting the original arrangement of the material.

SUBSERIES: FILE CONTAINING NAMES, ADDRESSES, ETC. OF FRIENDS OF GENERAL DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER, ca. 1965

This subseries comprises a card file of DDE’s friends. It seems to date from the mid-1960s. Cards were evidently intended to aid the secretarial staff, and may include names, titles, birthdates, names of spouses and children, addresses, positions held, association with DDE, proper forms of address, and the manner in which correspondence should be signed (for instance, “With Warm Regards, DDE”). Occasionally, a brief biography is included. Some cards contain minimal information, either because none was available or the person was so well-known as to require no explanation for the secretarial staff.

SUBSERIES: FILE CONTAINING NAMES, ADDRESSES, ETC. OF FRIENDS OF GENERAL EISENHOWER (PRE-PRESIDENTIAL PERIOD), ca. 1952

This subseries comprises a card file of DDE’s friends. Labeled “pre-presidential period,” it seems to have been created around 1952 for the benefit of the secretarial staff; many of the entries refer to persons DDE first met in the late 1940s and early 1950s.

SUBSERIES: CALIFORNIA CARD INDEX, ca. 1956

This subseries consists of a card index of persons living in California, a significant number of whom attended a reception for the Eisenhowers at the Cypress Point Club in 1956. The greater part of the index is arranged alphabetically by city of residence; a small, separate section of persons for whom no address is given is arranged alphabetically by name.

SUBSERIES: PRINTED CARD RESPONSES, ca. 1961-69

This subseries consists of templates for answering various types of requests, inquiries, offers, and comments from the public. The subject matter ranges from requests for autographs to John Birch Society accusations of disloyalty.


This subseries comprises files on diverse topics pertaining principally to the private life of DDE and his family, and RLS and the Schulz family. RLS had responsibility for the management of many aspects of DDE’s life which did not directly involve politics or official duties, but nevertheless required methodical attention, and this is reflected in the content of the files.
Topics covered include the compilation of biographical and genealogical data for DDE, his past residences, uniforms, decorations, clothing sizes, hobbies, clubs and associations, godchildren, insurance, firearms, wine and liquor inventory, foods, Western novels, trips, vacations, and other expensive items including gifts from foreign heads of state. Other subjects include SHAEF, SHAPE, and White House personnel, Columbia University, Culzean Castle, the Gettysburg Farm, JSDE’s military career, portraits of DDE, and funeral arrangements. These files are of value for the biographical information they contain and the concrete information on certain of DDE’s possessions, such as serial numbers on firearms and westerns read. After DDE’s death in 1969, the Subject Files contain information on RLS’s continuing activities on behalf of the Eisenhower family, and his support of DDE legacy projects. His own business ventures, his work as Special Assistant to the President for Liaison with Former Presidents, and his personal life are also documented.

SUBSERIES: ORGANIZATION FILES

This subseries is comprised of records involving DDE’s and RLS’s participation in various organizations patronized by DDE. These organizations consist of the United Cerebral Palsy Associations, Freedoms Foundation and the Eisenhower Fellowships.

SUBSERIES: POLICY BOOK

This subseries contains templates for standard responses to various inquiries involving DDE, such as requests for autographs, invitations, tours, personal interventions, and similar matters.

SUBSERIES: POST-PRESIDENTIAL PLANNING FILES, 1960-61

This series comprises planning documents pertaining to the establishment of DDE’s post-presidential offices, first at a General Services Administration building, and later at Gettysburg, Pennsylvania.

SUBSERIES: ORAL HISTORY FILES

This subseries consists of background material for Robert L. Schulz’ 1968 oral history interview, which was conducted by Ed Edwin of Columbia University. A transcript of the interview is also present. In addition, there is a transcript of a joint interview of Schulz and Ann Whitman by Robert Pierpont of CBS, on January 27, 1961.

SUBSERIES: PROPERTY AND APPRAISAL LISTS, 1948-1969?

This subseries comprises lists of property owned by DDE and MDE. These lists were compiled for insurance and shipping purposes.

SUBSERIES: LISTS OF FILES, PROPERTY, AND MICROFILM

This subseries consists of information on the transfer and storage of files and office equipment.
SUBSERIES: SHIPMENTS OF BOOKS AND COINS TO OTHER INSTITUTIONS

This subseries contains lists and correspondence pertaining to shipments of books and other objects to various institutions other than the Eisenhower Foundation and Eisenhower Library.

SUBSERIES: EISENHOWER FOUNDATION FILES

This subseries comprises files regarding the Eisenhower Foundation, financial records, the establishment of the Museum, the murals and pylons, the preservation of the Eisenhower boyhood home, Eisenhower Exchange Fellowships, the Chapel, and other matters.

SUBSERIES: SHIPMENTS TO EISENHOWER FOUNDATION: INVENTORIES AND CORRESPONDENCE, 1948-JANUARY, 1961

This subseries comprises inventories and correspondence pertaining to shipments of artifacts, books, films, tapes, records, files, photographs, paintings to the Eisenhower Foundation. Most of the items were gifts to DDE and MDE. The D-Day planning table and chairs is among the items.

SUBSERIES: EISENHOWER FOUNDATION CATALOGS, 1953-69

This subseries consists of catalogs of items held by the Eisenhower Foundation (the Museum) from 1953 to 1969.

SUBSERIES: EISENHOWER LIBRARY FILES

This subseries consists of files regarding the establishment of the Eisenhower Library in Abilene, Kansas.

SUBSERIES: SHIPMENTS OF ITEMS INTENDED FOR THE EISENHOWER LIBRARY, 1956-61

This subseries consists of lists of books, film, and tapes shipped to the Eisenhower Library. Many of the books were gifts to the Eisenhowers.

SUBSERIES: POST-PRESIDENTIAL SHIPMENTS, 1961-67

This series comprises correspondence and lists pertaining to shipments of artifacts, books, films, tapes, records, files, photographs, paintings to the Eisenhower Foundation and Eisenhower Library. Most of the items were gifts to DDE and MDE.


Linear feet: 7 feet, 8 inches
Processed by MB, November 28, 2011
SUBSERIES: SUBJECT FILES

This series consists of alphabetically arranged subject files pertaining to RLS’ career, business interests, family, and associates. Most of the materials date from the 1960s and 1970s.

SUBSERIES: SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT INDEX

This subseries consists of a card index to persons whom RLS met in the course of his duties as Special Liaison to the President. The date of the meeting(s) appears, as well as a code indicating whether the meeting occurred in the office, whether lunch was served, etc. There is no information on the subjects or outcomes.

SUBSERIES: EISENHOWER FELLOWS CARD INDEX, 1954-74

This subseries consists of a card index, arranged alphabetically by country name and there under numerically by year, to Eisenhower Fellows from 1954-1974.

SERIES 5: MEMORABILIA, 1937?-1980?

Linear feet: 1 foot, 9 inches
Processed by MB, November 28, 2011

This series comprises documents, booklets, and clippings pertaining to Schulz’s association with DDE. Photographs, books, and artifacts were withdrawn to the audiovisual, library, and museum collections, respectively.

SERIES 6: MILITARY TRAVEL FILES, 1945-1948

Linear feet: 1 foot, 3 inches
Processed by MB, November 28, 2011

This series comprises files on trips organized by Schulz from 1945-1948. In most instances, Eisenhower, then Army Chief of Staff, was the principal traveler. Documents include travel requests, authorizations, memoranda, receipts, correspondence regarding transportation and lodging, schedules, lists of expenses, and related material. The series provides an overview of Schulz’ responsibilities in the late 1940s; it includes such items as menus, route diagrams, and ticket stubs.
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1  Closed Material
### SERIES 1: APPOINTMENT BOOKS, 1952-1971

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box Nos.</th>
<th>Folder Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1        | RLS Appointments, 1952 (1)-(2)  
           | RLS Appointments, 1953  
           | DDE Appointments, 1954  
           | DDE Appointments, 1955 |
| 2        | DDE Appointments, 1956  
           | DDE Appointments, 1957  
           | DDE Appointments, 1958  
           | DDE Appointments, 1959 |
| 3        | DDE Appointments, 1960  
           | DDE Appointments, 1961  
           | DDE Appointments, 1962 (1)-(2)  
           | DDE Appointments, 1963 (1)-(2)  
           | DDE Calendar, 1964 (1) |
| 4        | DDE Calendar, 1964 (2)  
           | DDE Calendar, 1965 (1)-(2)  
           | DDE Calendar, 1966 (1)-(3)  
           | DDE Calendar, 1967 (1)-(3) |
| 5        | DDE Calendar, 1968 (1)-(3)  
           | RLS Appointments, 1969  
           | RLS Appointments, 1970 |
| 6        | RLS Appointments, 1971  
           | RLS Appointments, 1972  
           | Trip Flight Logs, 1948-1959 (1)-(4) |
| 7        | Diary, 1963  
           | Diary, 1964  
           | Daily Reminder, 1965  
           | Daily Reminder, 1966  
           | Daily Reminder, 1967  
           | Daily Reminder, 1968  
           | Daily Reminder, 1969  
           | Robert L. Schulz [Pocket Calendars], 1958-1963  
           | Robert L. Schulz [Pocket Calendars], 1964-1967  
           | Robert L. Schulz [Pocket Calendars], 1968-1971  
           | Louis Galambos letter re: creation of photocopy set of appointment books  
           | Photocopy: DDE Appointment Book April-December 1961 |
Bound Photocopies: December 1945-December 1946 (1)-(2)
Bound Photocopies: 1947 (1)-(2)
Bound Photocopy: 1948
Bound Photocopies: 1949 (1)-(3)
Bound Photocopies: 1950 (1)-(4)
Bound Photocopies: 1951 (1)-(3)
Bound Photocopies: 1952 (1)-(2)
Bound Photocopy: 1953
Bound Photocopy: 1954
Bound Photocopy: 1955
Bound Photocopy: 1956
Bound Photocopy: 1957
Bound Photocopies: 1958 (1)-(2)
Bound Photocopies: 1959 (1)-(2)
Bound Photocopies: 1960 (1)-(3)
Bound Photocopies: 1961 (1)-(3)
Bound Photocopies: 1962 (1)-(3)
Bound Photocopies: 1963 (1)-(4)
Bound Photocopies: 1964 (1)-(3)
Bound Photocopies: 1965 (1)-(3)
Bound Photocopies: 1967 (1)-(3)
Bound Photocopies: 1968 (1)-(3)
Bound Photocopies: 1969 (1)-(3)
Bound Photocopy: 1970
Bound Photocopy: 1971

SERIES 2: CORRESPONDENCE, 1941-1976

SUBSERIES: NAME FILES, 1941-60

8 Adams, Jack [Le Tourneau Equipment Corp.; international business and travel]
Allen, George E. [Rumor that Allen and DDE co-owned a Howard Johnson’s 
restaurant; personal correspondence; wager between Eisenhower and Allen 
regarding weight loss; requests to Eisenhower from various persons via Allen and 
Schulz]
Anholt, Harry M. [personal correspondence; hotel business]
Atkinson, Arthur K. [personal and business correspondence; requests from friends]
AB thru AMBR [Sherman Adams]
AMER thru AZ
Baird, Frederick [railway business; personal affairs]
Bannard, Homes
Baumann, Jerry [automobile parts; personal affairs]
Berman, S. H.
Bermingham, Edward J. [Katherine] (1)-(2) [Disposition of Bermingham’s correspondence with DDE; restoration of DDE’s boyhood home; Alexander Makinsky; 1952 campaign]

Biggers, Robert [provision of automobiles for use of DDE and staff; personal affairs; 1952 campaign]

Binns, Joseph [Anti-Communist and Pro-Communist posters]

Black, Douglas M. [children’s story by Dorothy Schulz; Crusade in Europe; books received from Doubleday for Schulz family and others, including DDE]

Bloedel, William G. [Brown & Bigelow; desk appliance designed by Schulz; desk gadgets and novelty items]

Blunck, Herbert [hotel accommodations; 1952 election campaign]

Brandon, Jerry D. [gun presented to Jerry D. Brandon, Sr.; business and personal correspondence; 1952 election campaign]

Brown, Ted [social correspondence; Mrs. [Mabel Frances Doud] Moore; Mamie Eisenhower; Panama]

BA thru BAZ [Bernard Baruch; social and business correspondence]
BEA thru BEY (1)-(2) [social and business correspondence]
BF thru BLOU (1)-(2) [social and business correspondence; Tom Blazina; Max Blouet]
BLU thru BQ
BRAC thru BROOKS
BROWN thru BRUN

BRYAN thru BZ
Campbell, Joseph [Campbell was Columbia University Treasurer; social affairs; expenses; DDE’s taxes]

Cannon, Craig C. [social matters; mutual friends]

Christensen, Harold

Claffey, Pauline [photograph and slide processing and duplication by Eastman-Kodak]

Clark, Edwin

Clay, Lucius [political matters; visitors to SHAPE]

Cooper, George V.

Cost, Harry O. [Schulz’s father-in-law; Cost’s health; Lionel train set; personal affairs]

Cox, Willard R.

Croke, C. C.

Curtis, Ted [possibility of microfilming DDE’s papers]

CAB thru CARL

CARP thru CARU

CARV thru CHAN

CHAR thru CHUD [Chiang Kai-Shek]

CLA thru COHEN [Jacqueline Cochran]
Davidson, R. O. (Lt. Col.) [SHAPE Liaison Officer in Washington, D.C.; items procured for the Eisenhowers and others at SHAPE in Paris, including fruit, yogurt, spices, clothing, appliances, and Burpee’s seeds; instructions for handling telephone calls to DDE; folder of material pertaining to Davidson’s query about use of government employees for personal shopping]

Dodd, Elivera [Photographs sent to Mrs. Doud; travel arrangements; personal matters; most of the material is from Schulz to Doud]

DAG thru DAY [Harry Darby; hats for DDE; personal affairs]

DEA thru DENT (1)-(2) [Rolex watches]

DENV thru DIT [Dan R. Desmond; Korea]

DO thru DY (1)-(2) [Columbine aircraft; DDE’s westerns]

Eisenhower, Arthur (and Mrs. Louise) [Nixon-Lodge campaign; inscribed photographs of DDE and John Foster Dulles; sword belonging to Clara Gross; rumor about Civil Service status given to Democrats in Kansas City; DDE’s transportation plans for visit to Kansas City in 1952; Arthur’s letters of introduction to DDE; MDE’s bank account; DDE and politics]

Eisenhower, Dwight and Mamie [Letters of thanks from Schulz to DDE and MDE for cards and gifts; cards and other communications from DDE and MDE to Schulz; deductible transportation tax expenses for DDE and MDE’s 1946 Federal income taxes; biographical facts about MDE]

Eisenhower, Earl [possible military attaché position for Earl Eisenhower, Jr.; social correspondence; article written by Earl Eisenhower for American Weekly]

Eisenhower, Edgar [social correspondence; how to send correspondence to DDE via Robert Schulz; purpose of Eisenhower Foundation museum; introductions to DDE; golf]

Eisenhower, John S. D. [prep schools for military academies; JSDE’s quarters at Fort Belvoir; JSDE’s military career; social correspondence; plans for JSDE’s wedding]

Eisenhower, Milton (1)-(2) [social correspondence; resume; Helen Eakin Eisenhower Memorial; MSE’s election as president of John Hopkins University; Arthur Eisenhower’s funeral arrangements; Sheldon Keith Spalding; travel and communications arrangements; introductions to DDE; characterization of Eisenhower brothers’ religious background; DDE’s car]

Erion, George [social correspondence; international business opportunities in Rhodesia, Germany, France, and Belgium, among others; atomic energy and business; NATO tank transporter and receiver; shipping; soap]

Falice, Alphonse [Columbia University security supervisor; pistol permits for DDE, Sgt. Dry and Schulz; social correspondence]
Finder, Leonard V. (1)-(2) [political matters; social and business correspondence; match books; Mid-Ocean Club in Bermuda excludes Jews]

15 FA thru FI (1)-(2) [Sydney Farren]
FLA thru FURCH (1)-(2) [William Fraleigh re: Nicasio Osmena]
Gault, James (Brigadier Sir) (1)-(2) [social and business correspondence; American Memorial Chapel in St. Paul’s Cathedral; British locomotive named “Dwight D. Eisenhower”; Quaich or “quaffer” presented to SACEUR; Culzean Castle; DDE’s British decorations; Aksel Nielsen’s visit to England]
Gill, Michael Doud (1)-(2) (Film America Foundation) [Gill was a nephew of MDE; Gill’s unpaid debts; Gill’s work for Republican National Committee in 1967; DDE; Gill’s evaluation of Richard Nixon’s 1967 campaign; plan for Republican National Convention; Film America Foundation]

16 Goldman, Emanuel [tailoring of clothing for DDE and Schulz; social correspondence]
Graham, Emmett S. [The Eisenhower Foundation in Abilene, Kansas; opening of Museum]
Gruenther, Alfred M. (1)-(6) [Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe (SHAPE); notes regarding DDE’s schedule]
GAB thru GAY [social and business correspondence]
GE thru GLU (1)-(2) [Irving Geist; DDE’s expense account at Columbia University; social and business correspondence]

17 GOD thru GOOD (1)-(2) [Julius Goldstein; Jack J. Good]
GOODPASTER thru GRAY (1)-(2) [Andrew Goodpaster; Freeman F. Gosden; Billy Graham; Culzean Castle]
GREA thru GUY (1)-(2) [Danny Guglielmi; Fred Gurley; Gordon Guthrie]
Hall, Gerald D. (Major)
Hannaway, George C.
Hastings, Edwin K. (1)-(2) [social affairs; hotel business; frozen food stored at Waldorf-Astoria for DDE]

18 Hauprich, Frank
Heilbronn, Kurt
Hennessey, John L.
Herbert, Selma L.
Hollis, Joel M. (Major)
Honack, Frank R. (Captain)
HAD thru HARRIS (1)-(2) [Jim Hagerty; Joyce Hall; Minton china service for MDE]
HARRON thru HAYS [Robert Harron, Columbia University]
HAZ thru HEY (1)-(2) [Swede Hazlett; fishing tackle; Sam R. Heller; Eisenhower Foundation, Abilene, Kansas; William Herbold (H. Norman Schwartzkopf, Sr.); Richard Herpers, Columbia University]
HICKS thru HOBBS [C.D. Hicks; Harlan Hobbs]
19  HOEF thru HORN (1)-(2) [Jesse J. Holbert; Donald W. Holmberg; SHAPE; Parker pens]
    HOS thru HYDE
    I
    JAC thru JAY [John Jackson, Sr., preparation of MDE’s will; Albert C. Jacobs]
    JEA thru JOHNSTON (1)-(2) [Rene Jeanneret, Rolex; Ray L. Jenkins; wooden steak
    plates from Haiti]
    JONES thru JUD (1)-(2) [J.W. Jones, Coca-Cola; Lem Jones, Twentieth Century-
    Fox; films for DDE and family; Truman Jones, DeWalt, Inc.]
    KA thru KELLY (1)-(2)

20  KENN thru KLE (1)-(2) [Arthur A. Kimball; Alfred C. Kinsey]
    KNE thru KUR (1)-(2) [Bela Kornitzer; John J. Kulbaitis; Louis A. Kunzig, SHAPE]
    Lawrence, Justus Baldwin “Jock” (1)-(3) [social and business correspondence; Irving
    Berlin’s “Ike for Four More Years”; Bela Kornitzer; Merlo J. Pusey; George
    Erion; Ruth Carroll (Mrs. Paul Carroll); Tex McCrary; Buck Lanham; Emmett
    Graham; Eisenhower Foundation; Kevin McCann]
    LEA thru LETH (1)-(2) [clothes for DDE, Schulz and other White House staff]

21  Leib, Richard C. (1)-(2) [insurance covering Schulz and DDE; social correspondence]
    Lent, Caroline [Lent’s career; social matters]
    LA thru LEM [Abilene; business and social correspondence]
    LEV thru LOR (1)-(2) [Films for DDE; Alexis Lichine, wines and liquors; Lionel
    trains]
    LOU thru LZ (1)-(2) [Sylvain R. Loupe; Morry Luxenberg, military caps]
    Manning, Fred
    Marx, Louis and David (1)-(2) [model railroads; toys; figurines; Harry Richman and
    Department of Agriculture]
    McCann, Kevin (1) [Schulz’ career; The Man from Abilene, location of notes and
    diaries borrowed for use in McCann’s book]

22  McCann, Kevin (2) [Schulz’ career; The Man from Abilene, location of notes and
    diaries borrowed for use in McCann’s book]
    McLean, William [“Ike Likes Me” buttons; potential fishing trip for DDE; DDE’s
    popularity as candidate for President]
    Mintener, Bradshaw [social and political matters]
    MA thru MAZ (1)-(2) [Alexander Makinsky; Olive F. G. Marsh; DDE’s 1952
    Chrysler limousine; George W. Mather]
    McA thru McZ (1)-(3) [Douglas McArthur II; William and Marilynn MacKinnon]
    ME thru MEY (1)-(2) [Don C. Melius; Carolyn Goodrich Melchiorre (former WAC);
    Mabel M. Mellor, Eisenhower Foundation; Robert E. Merriam and Dark
    December, other books on WWII read by DDE]
23  MIC thou MIT (1)-(2) [Creighton S. Miller; A. Raymond Miller; Dragoslav Mi
ilosavljevic]
MOC thru MORGAN [Gordon G. Moore (MDE’s brother-in-law)]
MORRIS thru MYERS [E. Frederic Morrow; Arthur Moura]
Neil, Ward [banking]
Nelson, Marguerite
Nicholson, Edward D.
Nielsen, Aksel (1)-(3) [social and business matters; banking matters for Schulz family
and DDE’s family; DDE’s safe deposit box in Denver; paintings by DDE and by
Tom Stephens; photographs; Nielsen’s visit to Culzean Castle]
NA thru NI (1)-(2) [Elizabeth E. Hamer, original document designating DDE
commander of Overlord for display; DDE’s banking; Arthur S. Nevins]

24  NO thru NZ (1)-(2) [Lauris Norstad; Alice Novey, Columbia University President’s
office; Numechron clocks; Donald W. Nyrop]
OB thou O’REILLY [Michael Organek]
OREN thru OV [Charles A. O’Toole]
Parker, Kenneth (Parker Pen Company) [Parker pens for DDE and White House staff]
Pastore, Joe [Louis Marx & Co.; items sent to SHAPE personnel]
Patton, Elda C.
Polland, Milton R.
PAG thru PARKS (1)-(2) [Eliot Parker]
PARR thru PF [Fred W. Pederson, microcards for DDE’s correspondence]

25  PHA thru PINTO (1)-(2) [housekeeper for DDE’s home in New York; Charles
Claudius Philippe; William T. Phillips, Pennsylvania Railroad; Israel Pinheiro;
Charles J. Pinto]
PIX thru PURS [Eugene Prince]
Q [Claire R. Quinn]
Reed, Ralph T. [American Express Company]
Richardson, Sid [social and political matters; Schulz’s career]
Roberts, Clifford [DDE’s investments]
Robinson, William [Copy of July 29, 1952 DDE memo to Robinson re military
personnel who will stay with DDE]
RA thru REG (1)-(2) [Max Rabb; Nana Rae; Clarence B. Randall, RLS’s “Charcoal
Charlie” invention]
REID thru RIT (1)-(2) [Helen Reid, New York Herald-Tribune; Florence and George
Ritterband, RLS’s aunt and uncle]

26  RJ thru ROM [Carlene Roberts, American Airlines and Mexico route]
ROS thru RUSIC (1)-(2) [Elihu Yale portrait, gift from Nehru; Walter Ruschmeyer,
RLS’s taxes]
RUSK thru RZ [Robert J. Ryan; Russell S. Rymer; Don W. Ryno]
Schulz, Dorothy Elizabeth [RLS’s wife; copies of letters from RLS; travel
authorizations; vaccination records]
Sharp, Willow [Columbia University, Office of the President]
Slater, Ellis
Snyder, Howard McC. [social and business matters; Eisenhower’s health]
Snyder, Marty [Boneless Turkey, Inc.]
Solomon, Jack [Gallagher’s Farm; beef for DDE; cattle]
Stack, James (1)-(3) [social and business matters; references to DDE’s health in 1949]

27 Swift, Adrienne [Columbia University]
Swope, Herbert Bayard [Newspaper editor]
SA thru SCHOO (1)-(2) [Clarence J. Schoo]
SCHOW thru SELI (1)-(2) [insurance claim against Allied Van Lines; Simon Sednaoui]
SELL thru SHUM (1)-(2) [Warner News and film biography of DDE; Arthur F. Shaw, Eucom Motion Picture Service and films viewed by DDE; D.B. Shulman; Jack Shumway]
SIA thru SLYE [Richard L. Simon]
SME thru SMY (1)-(2) [Charles W. Smith, air transportation; Col. Robert E. Smith; Walter Bedell Smith; Gary F. Smitskamp]

28 SNY thru SPRU (1)-(2) [Keith Spalding, Milton Eisenhower]
SQ thru STRA (1)-(2) [Tom Stephens]
STREB thru SYM (1)-(2) [Richard W. Streiff; Cy L. Sulzberger; Stuart Symington]
Taylor, Maxwell D. [correspondence from 1956 regarding a special reservation in the U.S. Military Academy post cemetery, probably as a gravesite for DDE, though this is not stated]
TAC thru TOLS (1)-(2) [William F. Tegtmeier; Percy Walter Thompson]
TOM thru TORR (1)-(2) [sound system; Walter Topolski; Bryce J. Torrence]

29 TOW thru TY [Clyde C. Trees, copy of inaugural medal; Herman Tritz, clothing for DDE and RLS]
U
V [Charles R. Van Horn; Teodoro Vidal, Puerto Rico]
Watson, Thomas J.
Williamson, William J. [clocks; RLS’s career]
Wood, Frank M. [gifts of food to DDE and White House Staff; pheasants and chukars]
WAC thru WARN [Vernon A. Walters; Fred Ward]
WARR thru WAS [George E. Warren; William Waser; Abbott Washburn]
WAT thru WEY (1)-(2) [Arthur K. Watson; Helen Weaver, Republican convention in 1952; Kenneth D. Wells, Freedom’s Foundation, American Credo; Edith Wertheimer; Helen Elliott Weaver, MD]
WHEA thru WHI [James L. Whitehurst; Ann C. Whitman; E.S. Whitman, use of rubber containers for fluid bulk cargo (oil sausages)]

30 WHO thru WITTE (1)-(2) [Cornelius W. Wickersham, Grant’s Tomb, Fifth International Philatelic Exhibition; C.L. Wilcox, Field and Flint Co., DDE’s
shoes; John B. Williams, greeting cards printed for DDE in 1951; Wilson Memindex]
WOL thru WY (1)-(2) [copy of Mission Extraordinary by Paul E. Deutschman; Glenn G. Wolfe; Julian A. Wolfson re intrigue regarding severance of ties between Soviet Union and China; H. Glen Wood; John S. Wood, Jr. re easel for DDE, portrait of DDE done with inlaid wood; R. W. Woodruff, DDE and barbecued quail hash; Rose Mary Woods; W. G. Wyman]
X [“Nothing filed under X”]
Y [Philip Young, Columbia University; Robert N. Young; Paul F. Yount]
Z [N. S. Zahkarov; Benjamin Zar, SHAPE photographs, “Cigar Box” camera; Zippo lighters]
Photos Withdrawn

SUBSERIES: PERSONAL CORRESPONDENCE, 1961-62

31 A [Adjutant General re RLS’s leave record; E. P. Aurand]
B (1)-(3)
C (1)-(2)
D (1)-(2)
E [handwritten memo by DDE re painting]
F
G
H (1)-(2)

32 J
K
L (1)-(2)
M (1)-(2) [DDE’s oil painting]
Mc
N
O
P
Q [empty folder]
R (1)-(2)
SA thru SNY (1)-(2) [Simon Sednaouei letter with pencil notation by DDE]

33 SP thru SZ
T
U
V
W (1)-(2)
X-Y-Z

SUBSERIES: PERSONAL CORRESPONDENCE, 1963-65

33 A (1)-(2)
BA thru BLAC (1)-(2)
BLAZ thru BZ (1)-(2) [List of trips made by DDE from 1945-1952]
C (1)-(3)

34 DA thru DeBRA (1)-(2)
Del Puerto, Juan
DeFOR thru DY (1)-(2)
Eisenhower
E
Fort Ritchie Shipment (Files transmitted to Eisenhower Library, Abilene, Kansas 21 March 1963)
F (1)-(2)
G (1)-(3)
H (1963)
H (1964-65) (1)-(2)

35 I-J
K (1)-(2)
L (1)-(2)
M (1)-(3)
N-O
P-Q
Royal Oak Life Insurance Co. (Directorship-Robert L. Schulz)

36 R (1)-(3)
Saint Stephens School (Carl Frederick Schulz)
S (1)-(3)
T
U
V
W (1)-(2)
Y
Z

SUBSERIES: PERSONAL CORRESPONDENCE, 1966-67

37 A
B (1)-(2)
C
D
E [Contains letters from DDE, MDE, JSDE, Edgar Eisenhower]
F
G
H
J
K
L
M (1)-(2)

38 N
Oral History Research (Gen. Schulz with Columbia University Oral History Project)
O
P
R
Sacks, Samuel I. (Contains Certificate of Membership, Old Guard, City of Philadelphia, awarded to Brig. Gen. Schulz 10/7/67)
Schulz children (Get-well cards to their father, Robert L. Schulz) [Two cards]
S (1)-(3)
T
U
V
Walters, Vernon A. (Brig. Gen.; Dick) [Contains account of Walters’ trip to Vietnam]
W (1)-(2)

SUBSERIES: PERSONAL CORRESPONDENCE, 1968

39 A-B [J. Hampton Barnes re research on memorials for Franklin Roosevelt and Cardinal Spellman]
C-F [JSDE re Peter Lyons’ access to files; Kathryn Eisenhower]
G-L [Sigurd Larmon re Arthur Larson and his book on DDE]
M-R
S-T
V-W [THERE IS NO U, X, Y, or Z]

SUBSERIES: PERSONAL CORRESPONDENCE, 1969

39 A
B (1)-(3)
C (1)-(3)

40 D
E (1)-(2) [correspondence from several members of the Eisenhower family included]
F (1)-(2) [Harold E Fuller re Eisenhower cars at National Railway Museum]
G (1)-(2) [James Gault re Eisenhower Room at Culzean Castle]
H (1)-(3) [Jack Hausman re United Cerebral Palsy Associations]
I
J [Lyndon B. Johnson]
K

41 L
M (1)-(2)
N
SUBSERIES: PERSONAL CORRESPONDENCE, 1970

42
A
B (1)-(2)
C (1)-(2)

D
E [includes correspondence with several members of the Eisenhower family]

43
F
G (1)-(2)
H (1)-(3)
I
J (1)-(2)
K
L
M
Mac-Mc
N
O

44
P (1)-(2)
Q
R
Sa-Si
Sk-Sz (1)-(2)
T
U
V
W (1)-(2)
X, Y, Z

SUBSERIES: PERSONAL CORRESPONDENCE, 1971
SUBSERIES: PERSONAL CORRESPONDENCE, 1973-74

48 A-D
E-J
K-S
W-Z

SUBSERIES: MISCELLANEOUS CORRESPONDENCE, 1972-73

48 Miscellaneous Correspondence, 1972-73 (1)-(2)

SUBSERIES: PERSONAL CORRESPONDENCE, 1974-76

49 A-C
D-I
K-J
L-Mac
Mc-R
S-W (1)-(2)

SERIES 3: AIDE FILES, 1947-69

SUBSERIES: FILE CONTAINING NAMES, ADDRESSES, ETC. OF FRIENDS OF GENERAL DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER, ca. 1965

50 [A—D] [friends of DDE: a typical card contains name, addresses, date of birth, nickname, association, and names of immediate family members]

51 [E—J]

52 [K—O]

53 [P—V]

54 [X—Z, Nicknames] [The nicknames section consists of an alphabetized list of nicknames cross-referenced to full names]
SUBSERIES: FILE CONTAINING NAMES, ADDRESSES, ETC. OF FRIENDS OF
GENERAL EISENHOWER (PRE-PRESIDENTIAL PERIOD), ca. 1952

55  Abbott—Beck  
    Behn—Brownlee  
    Bruce—Colyer  
    Conant—Douglas  
    Draper—Fox  
    Frain—Hammond

56  Handy—Hoving  
    Howard—Knous  
    Koenig—McNutt  
    McGill—Mountbatten  
    Mudd—Petersen  
    Phillips—Royce

57  Ruffini—Stover  
    Stratemeyer—Walton  
    Warner—Zundel

SUBSERIES: CALIFORNIA CARD INDEX, ca. 1956

58  A-Y [arranged alphabetically by city of residence, persons’ names are not subject to
any particular arrangement scheme within city groupings. All cities listed are in
California.]  
    Persons who attended 1956 Cypress Point event [arranged alphabetically by name,
and identifies persons who attended a 1956 Cypress Point event for the
Eisenhowers; these cards do not contain address information, which may be why
they were not interfiled with the A-Y index]

SUBSERIES: PRINTED CARD RESPONSES, ca. 1961-69

59  [Card index of letter templates] [templates for answering various types of
requests, inquiries, offers, and comments from the public, ranging from requests
for autographs to John Birch Society accusations of disloyalty; this index appears
to date from the post-presidential period]

SUBSERIES: SUBJECT FILES, 1947-1969

60  A-Z Miscellaneous Subject File  
    ACW/RLS/Jack Good [primarily correspondence from Ann C. Whitman to RLS
ca.1961-62; drafts of DDE letters to various persons; Jack Good and staffing
issues]  
    Art Supplies / Equipment – DDE [Notes on brushes, canvases, paints, ca. 1955]
Berlin [Articles, meeting notes, and correspondence regarding the capture of Berlin by the Soviets, mostly ca. 1960s]

1956 DDE Fortune Article (1)-(2) [page proofs]

Biographies / Personal Data (DDE) – Transcontinental Convoy [historical information about the convoy, including copies of several documents from DDE’s military 201 file]

Biographies / Personal Data (DDE) – Biographies (DDE) [Department of Defense press information biographies of DDE compiled from 1947 to 1952]

Biographies / Personal Data (DDE) – Misc. Correspondence –Biographies (DDE) [rooms occupied by DDE at West Point; continental U.S. stations to which DDE was assigned; service as General Officer; location of DDE on his birthdays, 1915-52; important War Department personnel and staff officers during DDE’s Chief of Staff period; list of speeches made by DDE, June 1948-May 1952; DDE did not take speech course at West Point; DDE’s trips to North Carolina; type of stone (sardonyx) in DDE’s West Point ring; chronology of DDE’s return from SHAPE in 1952; decision to launch Operation Overlord made at Southwick Park; biography of DDE; Who’s Who entry for DDE; DDE’s ranking at West Point versus JSDE’s ranking; DDE’s rank at time of marriage; extract of DDE’s demerits at West Point]

Biographies / Personal Data (DDE) – Religion [information provided by Earl Endacott regarding DDE’s parents’ religious background]

Biographies / Personal Data (DDE) – Extract pages from July, 1918 pages of “Treat ‘Em Rough”, a tank corps publication of Camp Colt, Gettysburg, Pennsylvania

Biographies / Personal Data (DDE) – Historical Data (DDE) Miscellaneous (1)-(2) [Copies of correspondence between DDE and Sen. Bristow in 1910 and copy of grades in competitive examination for military academies; article on “Ike and His Money”; statement by DDE re D-Day landing; press information about Marnes-la-Coquette; copies of insignia and seals; DDE’s length of military service; history of DDE’s birthplace]

Biographies / Personal Data (DDE) – Personal Events

Building 150, Fort Ritchie, MD

[Calendars of events, February – December, 1961 (bulk Nov – Dec, 1961)] (1)-(2) [Pertains to DDE; Includes lists of appointments; appointments declined; letters of appreciation; autographs given; biographical details; gifts to DDE and MDE; gifts from DDE and MDE; invitations accepted; invitations declined; messages given; use of name; invitations pending; messages declined; paintings; People to People; memberships accepted; portraits]

[Calendars of events] (1)-(2) [calendars of messages, gifts, requests for appointments, etc., 1961]

[Calendars of events] (3)-(4) [statistics re requests, messages, and mail received at Gettysburg; calendars of messages, gifts, requests for appointments, etc., 1961]

Carroll Estate [estate of Pete Carroll]

Carroll Fund [donations for family of Pete Carroll]

Christmas Toys for Post Children and Charities (Louis Marx)
Class of 1915 (DDE) (1)-(3)
[Clippings] [Presidential Aides]
Clubs / Associations (DDE) – Augusta National Golf Club
Clubs / Associations (DDE) – Burning Tree Club [Membership list, February 1954]
Clubs / Associations (DDE) – Cherry Hills Country Club
Clubs / Associations (DDE) – Columbine Country Club [Membership list, 1957]
Columbia University—Plans—Residence [blueprints of house, with alterations]
Columbia University—Office—Low Library [office furnishings and blueprints]
[Columbine Vol. 4 Guestbook copy]
Columbine Information

62 Coat of Arms (DDE) (1)-(2)
Condolence Letters to General Schulz on Death of General Eisenhower (1)-(2)
Condolence Letters to General Schulz on Death of General Eisenhower (3)
Congressional Testimony – DDE
Christmas Card List (1)-(2) [1958, with additions for 1960]
Crusade in Europe (1)-(2) [errors in German translation; DDE’s gifts of CIE]
Culzean Castle
Clothes (DDE) [sizes]
  Shirts
  Suits
Miscellaneous Apparel
Decorations –DDE (Authorized & Pending)
  Honorary Degrees
  Decorations-Authorized
  Civic Awards
  Decorations- Not Yet Authorized by Congress
  Decorations-Miniature Medals
  Protocol for Wear of Decorations

63 Delegation of Authority [RLS status as government employee, pay, etc.]
Department of State, Eisenhower Funeral (1)-(2)
[DDE 1963 birthday party]
[DDE Drafts] [various drafts saved by RLS; includes drafts of documents 183, 348,
  375, and 378 from vol. 10 of The Papers of Dwight David Eisenhower]
[DDE Memorandums] [re Schulz and classified material, October 22, 1948; SHAPE
  personal staff and their areas of responsibility, April 28, 1951]
DDE Readers Digest Articles
[DDE Trip and Public Appearance Information Notebook] (1)-(2)
[DDE Trip Information, 1951-52]
DDE Trip 1962
General Dwight D. Eisenhower, 03822, Blanket Travel Orders, 27 June 1961
Eisenhower, Dwight D. [text of address by John D. Crowle on history of Eisenhower
  and Stover families]
Eisenhower, John S. D. [military career]
Eisenhower, Mamie D. [diplomatic passport of her maid, Rose Woods, 1960; biographical information; godchildren; domestic matters]
Entertaining
Estate Matters (Carbon Copies) [some documents are not copies]
Evacuation Plans
Facilities for VIPs (Military installations)
Farm
   House
   Miscellaneous
   Motor Vehicles
   House Appliances
   Books
   Livestock
   Property Inventory from Storage
   Seeds-Plants
   Shrubs-Trees
   Utilities
Files — DDE (Access To)
Film of DDE Life
Firearms (DDE) – Firearms Inventory [dated July 2, 1968; includes serial numbers]
Firearms (DDE) – Pistols – Revolvers
Firearms (DDE) – Rifles
Firearms (DDE) – Shotguns (1)-(2)
Follow-ups [Requests for copies of photographs, etc.]
Fruit File – Project “Pineapple” (1) [concerns shipments of Hawaiian pineapples and flowers to the White House via military aircraft]
Fruit File – Project “Pineapple” (2) [concerns shipments of Hawaiian pineapples and flowers to the White House via military aircraft]
Funds—Special Rotating Travel Fund [empty]
Funeral Arrangements
Funeral train
   [Funeral Service Items]
   [Funeral-White House Statements re: Death of DDE]
Genealogy (DDE) (1)-(3)
General D.D. Eisenhower, Catalog, Personal, rev. 15 April 1946
General Schulz’ Closing Out Files
General of the Army—History [health benefits and pay]
Gifts Received (DDE/MDE) (1)-(3) [Notable gifts including sculptures by Charles Russell and Gutzon Borglum; items regifted to institutions or persons]
Gifts Received (List of Tapes Sent to Abilene Archives)
Gifts Presented (1)-(2) (From DDE/MDE)
Godchildren—MDE/ DDE [consisted almost entirely of photographs which have been transferred to Audiovisual]
Helicopters—Presidential
Insurance File (DDE)
[Low Memorial Library renovation plans]
LHB/RLS Problems [details difficulties between DDE’s secretary, Lillian H. “Rusty” Brown, and RLS. This file is closed under deed of gift restrictions at time of processing (2011).]
Luggage—Samsonite [includes catalog]
Luggage—Winship
Material pertaining to the forty-nine and fifty-star flags of the USA
Mail Summaries, 1948, Jan—10 March
Memberships (DDE) (1)-(2)
[Memo to the Record Re: Use of “Ike”]
Military District of Washington
Moving and/or Storage Property
Medallions (Jan. 20, 1961) [Eisenhower Inaugural Medal]
Nicknames [friends of DDE]
Newspapers
Odds and Ends [miscellaneous materials pertaining to fund-raising, etc.]
Office of the Chief of Transportation (1)-(2)
Office Equipment [Also furniture and household goods of DDE, MDE]
Office (Quarters #1) General Correspondence

Personnel Assigned or Detailed to the Office of the Military Aide, 1953-1960
Photographs—Correspondence [photographs and negatives of portraits of DDE by Thomas E. Stephens]
Photographs—Eisenhower Family [primarily photographs of DDE performing official duties; contents transferred to Audiovisual]
Photographs of Bust of DDE [Tregor bust; transferred to Audiovisual]
Photograph Negatives—RLS, Miscellaneous
Photographs—Official [18 negatives and 55 prints of DDE transferred to Audiovisual]
Photographs of Paintings of DDE
Photographs of Subjects for DDE Paintings
Photographs of Paintings by DDE [Includes photographs of subjects as well; photos, negatives, and slides transferred to Audiovisual]
Photographs—Rugs
Pictures of Paintings by DDE [photographs of paintings; recipient is noted on some photos; transferred to Audiovisual]
[Portraits of DDE by Thomas E. Stephens]
Post Office Box Information
Printed Card Responses (1)-(2)
Property, Eisenhower, Books
Property, Eisenhower, Other Than Books [Thank-you letters to gift-givers]
Property Given Away By Direction of C/S [Chief of Staff]
Property Information
[Property Turn-In Slips]
68 Quetico-Superior Committee [Correspondence from 1968-1969]
Railroads
[Readers Digest articles] (1)-(2)
Recipes, Menus, Diets (Misc.) [some of DDE’s recipes and recipes from other sources; includes 9-day diet for Chief of Staff dated March 6, 1946]
Residences—DDE/MDE (Correspondence and Complete Set Pictures) [List of DDE’s residences (post and notes on quarters) from September, 1915 through May, 1952; list of MDE’s street addresses from 1918 through 1939; correspondence on photographing past residences in 1953]
Residences—DDE/MDE (1916-1952) [Correspondence and clippings re DDE’s and MDE’s residences in Laurel, Maryland area; photographs transferred to Audiovisual]
Rosters (Miscellaneous Correspondence, etc.) (1)-(2) [Mostly of military personnel attached to the Chief of Staff]
Seals—Crests, DDE [Columbia University seal; 50 star Seal of the President of the United States; photos transferred to Audiovisual]
SHAED, 1944 [copy of August 1944 telephone directory; roster of key officers, May 1944; key U.S. officers]
SHAPE “Housing” (1)-(3) [offers of housing for DDE; Trianon Palace hotel floorplan; stocking of fishpond and seeds for garden; letters from persons offering their services to DDE and MDE as domestic help; letters protesting requisitioning of homes for SHAPE staff use; office space for SHAPE staff; servants and domestic items needed from the United States]
69 SHAPE Personnel Roster (1)-(2) [telephone directory, 1951; personnel roster, 1952; telephone directory, 1955?; telephone directory, 1952]
SHAPE Personnel Roster, 1952
[SHAPE Identification] [RLS badge and business card]
Special Rotating Travel Fund [American Assembly Trip Expenses]
Special Telephone Directory [US Delegations to the meeting of heads of government and to the NATO ministerial meeting, Paris, France, 1959]
Souvenirs (Trips of DDE’s) (1)-(2) [concerns souvenir coins presented to staff members; copies of correspondence from the files of the Director of the Mint concerning DDE Appreciation Coins; musical key chains]
Steuben Glassware Info [brochures about Steuben glass]
Stieff Silver [promotional booklet]
Target (Osnaburg) Cloth [cloth procured for Barbara Eisenhower]
70 [Templates, letter] [response to comment on need for public awareness of Republican Party policies and programs; birthday thank-yous; response to request for permission to quote DDE; response to inquiry about DDE’s views on 1963 election]
Telegrams
Telephone Calls, Confidential
Telephone Circuits [Low Library, Columbia University]
[Telephone Directory] [Headquarters Area Command, Karlsruhe Sub Area; April 1955]
Telephone Service—Department of the Army (1)-(2)
Trip Data and Correspondence
Trip Summary
Trophy Room—The White House [inventory of items, mostly done in 1955; photographs transferred to Audiovisual]
Uniforms of DDE, Property of JSDE [Photographs transferred to Audiovisual]
Vacation, July 30-September 9, 1948
Wabash Railroad Co. Papers
Weimaraner, May 2, 1961 Litter [Correspondence regarding registration of DDE’s Weimaraners]
Western Stories Given to DDE (1)-(4) [large notebook arranged alphabetically by publisher; small notebook titled “Westerns read by General Dwight D. Eisenhower,” titles only; miscellaneous lists of westerns and other books for DDE; index cards listing books given to DDE]

71
White House/Gettysburg/CA (Ted Clifton/RLS) [transcripts of conversations between RLS and General Ted Clifton re President Kennedy’s desire to make White House facilities available to DDE and liaison with White House]
White House Staff Book, 1953-61
Who’s Who in America [correspondence re RLS’s entry from 1953-1969]
Wine File (DDE) (1)-(2) [inventory of White House wine cellar and other liquor storage areas; correspondence re procurement of wine and liquor, including a copy of recommendations made by Thomas Jefferson in 1817]

SUBSERIES: ORGANIZATION FILES

72
[United Cerebral Palsy Associations (UCPA)] [RLS participation in fund-raising; Dwight D. Eisenhower Chair for Cerebral Palsy at the University of Kansas; U of Kansas Medical Center Children’s Rehabilitation Unit Annual Report, 1967-68]
DDE Fund—Correspondence (1)-(2) [RLS participation in fund-raising]
United Cerebral Palsy Associations [fund-raising]
Cerebral Palsy Projects—Suspense [fund-raising]
Cerebral Palsy Projects—Dead [fund-raising]
Cerebral palsy—DDE Research Fund
Stationery
United Cerebral Palsy Associations —Miscellaneous Grants—DDE Research Fund
Eisenhower Chairs [fund-raising and reports dealing with Eisenhower Chairs for cerebral palsy at various research universities]
[Freedom’s Foundation] (1)-(3) [clippings; financial matters; programs; staffing]

SUBSERIES: POLICY BOOK
[Policy Book] (1)-(8) [organized by categories such as acceptances, memoir, quotations and remarks, etc.; contains excerpts of messages and sample letters from DDE and his staff; biographical information; policy on routine requests and offers, such as invitations to participate in an organization; sample replies to comments on political matters; sample messages of thanks]
Aide’s Office Policy Book (1)-(3)

POST-PRESIDENTIAL PLANNING FILES, 1960-61

Gettysburg office, general [offices at GSA building and at Gettysburg; financial arrangements; volume of mail received by White House during DDE administration; clippings re JSDE’s new post, restoration of DDE’s five-star rank, and DDE’s Gettysburg office]
Gettysburg, house [Spyros Skouras offer of a Preview Room for the house; moving arrangements]
Gettysburg office building [stationery for office; plans for renovation, and furnishings; blueprints]
Property [Wyeth painting; Angus cattle; plan for decorating office with paintings owned by DDE]
Retirement, Presidential [initial planning stage, November 1960]
Honors and Protocol [regulations re military salutes and honors; statement of military service of DDE and honors]
US Army Installations and Major Activities in the Continental United States [May 1957]
Directory of Foreign Military Attaches
[Gettysburg office conversion] [plans]

SUBSERIES: ORAL HISTORY FILES

Columbia Oral History Project
Columbia Oral History Project, Interview #1
Columbia Oral History Project, Interview #2
Columbia Oral History Project, Interview #3
Columbia Oral History Project, Interview #4
[CBS interview of RLS and Ann Whitman, 1961]

SUBSERIES: PROPERTY AND APPRAISAL LISTS

Inventory of Property of President and Mrs. Eisenhower stored at Cameron Station, 1948
Inventory of Property of President and Mrs. Eisenhower packed at 60 Morningside Drive, New York, Dec 1952-Jan 1953, shipped to Cameron Station, Virginia (1)-(2) [correspondence re articles lost in move; disposition of files; inventory]
Personal Property to Cameron Station to White House (1)-(2)
[List of items in President’s Study and President’s Quarters] [appraisers’ values]
Personal Property Gettysburg #1 (1)-(2)
Personal Property Gettysburg #2
Appraisal Lists, 1955-56
Appraisal Lists, 1957-59 (1)

76 Appraisal Lists, 1957-59 (2)
Appraisal Lists, 1960 (1)-(3)
Head of State Gift Lists
Abilene Appraisal 1967
General Dwight D. Eisenhower—Inventories, Items in Storage, etc. (1)-(3) [1948-1952?]

SUBSERIES: LISTS OF FILES, PROPERTY, AND MICROFILM

77 Packing lists from containers
Shipping lists (1)-(3) [Gettysburg office, GSA, AVI]
Transfer of classified files to Abilene [from Washington and Fort Ritchie; correspondence between JSDE, RLS, and the Archivist of the United States, re clearances and what files should be shipped]
File Plan-Office of the Military Aide
Files-RLS [file plan for RLS’ personal files, reflecting business interests and correspondents]
Record of personal and AVI items moved to Gettysburg [mainly pertaining to RLS]
Inventory of Property, Office of DDE [April 23, 1969]
[Esoteric File material] [contains lists of files that “should be returned to the Esoteric File”; file names correspond to portions of the International Series, Administration Series, and Names Series of the Papers of Dwight D. Eisenhower (Ann Whitman File); “list of [selected] Whitman files by subject”; rough list of microfilm reels of White House Central Files]
Microfilm (Master Index) Negative [January, 1961; DDE’s files on microfilm]
Microfilm (Master Index) Positive
Miscellaneous [card listing “records that a person needs to keep”; note]

SUBSERIES: SHIPMENTS OF BOOKS AND COINS TO OTHER INSTITUTIONS, 1955-60

77 Cleveland Park Library, Washington, D.C. [1955 and 1956; books]
Defiance College, Defiance, Ohio [1956, 1958-59; books, grandfather clock]
Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C. [June 9, 1958; DDE’s coin collection]
Shipments—Miscellaneous [books given to various persons]

SUBSERIES: EISENHOWER FOUNDATION FILES

78 Architecture [small quantity of correspondence regarding the construction of the Museum building]
Articles of Incorporation
Eisenhower Exchange Fellowships
Financial (Reports) (1)-(3) [1955, 1957-1960]
Financial (Insurance/Taxes) (1)-(2) [schedules of insured artifacts; IRS correspondence]
Home File (Eisenhower Home Committee) [Engineers’ preliminary report on the preservation of the home, 1956; correspondence]
Home File (DDE-Chapel) [drafts of letter of thanks to contributors; list of contributors; clipping]
General Correspondence, 1953-58 (1)-(4)
Kansas D.A.R. Correspondence [special book honoring DDE to be presented to the Museum; sales of photographs by D.A.R.; D.A.R. contributions to the Eisenhower Foundation]

79 Murals / Pylons (Bouche) (1)-(2) [Correspondence regarding the development of the military murals]
Murals / Pylons (Moffett)
Murals / Pylons (Pylons)
[Murals] “A Story Told in Murals”
Museum Information [clippings; postcards depicting Abilene buildings including the boyhood home; Abilene and Eisenhower Museum brochures; miscellaneous Kansas related promotional material; list of Eisenhower Foundation members]
Organization [correspondence re various matters, including changing the name of the organization; election of a board of trustees; educational committee and program]
Preservation and Renovation of Home
Registration Data [Museum attendance; Museum brochures]

SUBSERIES: SHIPMENTS TO EISENHOWER FOUNDATION: INVENTORIES AND CORRESPONDENCE, 1948-JANUARY, 1961

80 Abilene shipment “A” (1)-(2) [1948-1949; 1952-53; from New York, NY]
Abilene shipment “A-1” [April 1, 1954]
[THERE IS NO SHIPMENT “B” FILE]
Abilene shipment “C” [June 8 and 16, 1954]
Abilene shipment “D” [September 15 and 27, 1954]
Abilene shipment “E” [March 2, 1955]
Abilene shipment “F” [March 28, 1955]
Abilene shipment “G” [October 24, 1955]
Abilene shipment “H” [November 9, 1955; D-Day planning table and set of twelve chairs]
Abilene shipment “I” [January 1, 1956 and March 19 1956]
Abilene shipment “I-1” (1) [March and April, 1956]

81 Abilene shipment “I-1” (2)-(3) [March and April, 1956]
Abilene shipment “J” [August 10, 1956]
Abilene shipment “K” [February 4, 1957]
Abilene shipment “L” (1)-(2) [June 14, 1957]
Abilene shipment “M” [June 14, 1957]
Abilene shipment “N” [June 14, 1957]
Abilene shipment “O” (1)-(2) [March 3, 1958]
Abilene shipment “P” [March 2, 1959]
Abilene shipment “Q” [undated]
Abilene shipment “R” [August 16, 1959]
Abilene shipment “S” [December, 1959]
Abilene shipment “T” [March 25, 1960]

82 Abilene shipment “U” [October 6, 1960]
Abilene shipment “V” [November, 1960]
Abilene shipment “W” [November, 1960]
Abilene shipment “X” [January, 1961]
Abilene shipment “Y” [January, 1961]
Abilene shipment “Z” [January, 1961]
Correspondence re shipments, 1952-53 [electric car donated by Elivera Doud; DDE’s decorations; other items]
Correspondence re shipments, 1954
Correspondence re shipments, 1955
Correspondence re shipments, 1956
Correspondence re shipments, 1957
Correspondence re shipments, 1958
Correspondence re shipments, 1959
Correspondence re shipments, 1960

SUBSERIES: EISENHOWER FOUNDATION CATALOGS, 1953-69

83 Foundation Catalog, 1953-55 (1)-(2)
Foundation Catalog, 1956-57 (1)-(3)
Foundation Catalog, 1958-59

84 Foundation Catalog, 1960-62 (1)-(2)
Foundation Catalog, 1963-69

SUBSERIES: EISENHOWER LIBRARY FILES

84 Establishment: Precedence—Congressional Actions [correspondence; copies of bills; articles on presidential papers]
Dulles Correspondence [1954 planning document; disposition of John Foster Dulles papers]
Floete Correspondence [Franklin Floete was head of the General Services Administration (GSA) which at the time administered the presidential libraries]
General Correspondence [Construction of library; candelabra from Charles DeGaulle; gift of library of Mrs. Townsend Irvin; installation of Czechoslovakian chandelier; dolls for Abilene Public Library; Library fund drive]
Information [promotional materials re Public Papers of the Presidents; presidential libraries; Eisenhower Center]
Land and Building [correspondence re acquisition of land and fund raising]
Organization Commissions
Walter Bedell Smith [offer to donate duplicate records of the General Staff Secretariat]

SUBSERIES: SHIPMENTS OF ITEMS INTENDED FOR EISENHOWER LIBRARY, 1956-61

85 Abilene shipment (books), March, 1956
    Abilene shipment (books), October 8, 1958
    Abilene shipment (books), August 19, 1959
    Abilene shipment (books), July 11, 1960 (1)-(2)
    Abilene shipment (books), October 10, 1960
    Abilene shipment (books), December, 1960
    Abilene shipment (books), January, 1961
    Abilene shipment (books), January 19, 1961
    Abilene shipment (film), January 19, 1961
    Abilene shipment (tapes), January 19, 1961

SUBSERIES: POST-PRESIDENTIAL SHIPMENTS, 1961-67

86 Abilene shipments, 1961 (1)-(3)
    Abilene shipments, 1962 (1)-(2)
    Abilene shipments, 1963
    Abilene shipments, 1964
    Abilene shipments, 1965
    Abilene shipments, 1966
    Abilene shipments, 1967

SERIES 4: RLS PERSONAL SUBJECT AND SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT FILES [15 boxes], 1937-1980 (bulk 1968-1972)


87 [716 Jackson Place]
    1600 Communications Association
    1968 Political Guidelines
    1968 RLS Schedule and Telephone
    [Air Taxi] Commercial Transportation
    [Air Taxi] Helicopters
[Air Taxi] Miscellaneous
[Air Taxi] Regulations and Advisors
[Air Taxi] Business Potential
[Air Taxi] Equipment
[Air Taxi] Corporate Routes—Organization
[Air Taxi] Air Service
[Air Taxi] Clippings]
[Air Taxi] Beechcraft 99 Notebook (1)-(2)
Aldon Properties, Inc.
Alstock, Fran
American Society of Traffic and Transportation

88 Assns—American Society of Traffic and Transportation, Inc.
Army Relief Society, Life Member
Assns—Association of the US Army
ASSNs—National Defense Transportation Association (1)-(2)
ASSNs—National Rifle Association of America
Blackmail Folder [unflattering photographs]
Cameron Industrial Park, Inc.
[Capitol Hill Associates, Inc. Papers]
Charges on Blanket Orders [1945-47]
Christmas, New Years (1956 & 1957) (1)-(2)
Christmas, New Years (1958 & 1959)

89 [Christmas, 1960] [Card lists, gift list]
Churchill Painting
Churchill Memorial Library
Classified documents log cards
Clippings (Press & Political) 1961, 62, 63 [DDE leaving office]
Clippings (Press & Political) 1964 (1)-(3) [presidential campaign; Barry Goldwater and the Republican Party; DDE’s views; contains copies of DDE correspondence re campaign issues]
Clippings (Press & Political) 1965
Clippings (Press & Political) 1966
Clippings (Press & Political) 1967
Closeout Papers (Instructions)
Clubs—The Capitol Hill Club
Clubs—Cherry Hills Country Club
Clubs—Columbia University Men’s Faculty Club
Clubs—the Traffic Club of Chicago

90 [“The Traffic Club of Chicago: 75 Years of Transportation, Fraternity, Co-operation, and Progress”]
Clubs—the Traffic Club of Washington, D.C.
Clubs—TWA Ambassadors Club
Colonial Mortgage
Condominiums
Congratulatory Letters
Congratulatory Letters, July 1962 (1)-(3) [congratulations on RLS’ promotion to brigadier general]
Crossroads Inn
Culzean Castle, 1969 [Eisenhower Room]
Culzean Castle, 1970 [biographical facts about DDE; furnishing of Eisenhower Room]
Culzean Castle, 1971
Culzean Castle, 1972
DACOR Inc., DACOR House
[DDE and RLS Appointment Books]
DDE File
DDE Funeral Invitees [list of names and addresses]
DDE News Clippings, 1969 [Remembrances of DDE; MDE]
DDE Photos [withdrawn to photo collection]
Defiance College [Kevin McCann and the college]
Del Puerto, Juan [business opportunities]
Dial Directory, White House Use Only

Diamond, Coleman
Diesel Engines Franchise
Distribution Services
Dowden Terrace Recreational Activities
Dowden Terrace Rezoning
Dowden Terrace Civic Association
Eisenhower, 1969 [correspondence and pamphlets, primarily post-death, including copies of letters dealing with Johns Hopkins project to publish Eisenhower’s papers and funeral arrangements]
Eisenhower Administration Staff Reunion, January 20, 1978
Eisenhower College, 1969 [Tribute of a Grateful Nation Fund: information on fundraising efforts, consisting primarily of lists of persons to be contacted]
Eisenhower College, 1970
Eisenhower College, 1971
Eisenhower College, 1972 [DDE paintings]
Eisenhower College Exhibition, Loan Agreement and Insurance for RLS Painting [Eisenhower College Fundraising, 1980]
Eisenhower Exchange Fellowships, 1970

Eisenhower Exchange Fellowships, 1971
Eisenhower Exchange Fellowships, 1972
Eisenhower Funeral, 1969 [material pertaining to funeral arrangements, persons who assisted with the funeral]
Eisenhower Funeral Messages, 1969
Eisenhower, John S.D., 1969 [correspondence regarding matters associated with the DDE estate]
Eisenhower, John S.D., 1970
Eisenhower, John S.D., 1971
Eisenhower, John S.D., 1972
Eisenhower Medical Center, 1970
Eisenhower Medical Center, 1971
Eisenhower Medical Center, 1972
[Eisenhower Museum]
[Election night memorabilia, 1952]
Erion, George L.
Files (Disposition of) [White House files, ca. 1961]
Finder, Leonard
Fort Myers Officers Open Mess
Fortune, July 1970
Franklin Mint Collectors Society, Carl F. Schulz, Member
 Freedoms Foundation, 1970
Frozen Foods
Frustration Files
Geist, Irving
German “Atoms for Industry”
German Property, Return of
Gettysburg Closeout, 1969 (1)-(2) [correspondence re: office equipment, other
 objects, and disposition of files and other items]

93 Gift Suggestions
Grand Central Art Galleries, 1969 [Thomas Stephens portrait of DDE for Eisenhower
Room at Culzean Castle, Scotland]
Grand Central Art Galleries, 1970 [Thomas Stephens painting of DDE for Culzean
Castle]
Grand Central Art Galleries, 1971
Grand Central Art Galleries, 1972
Greenstein-Schulz Correspondence [correspondence with historian Fred Greenstein]
[Guam Trip-1973]
Hennessey Lubricator
Hose Reel
House Site-Ormond
Hughes, James R., Colonel, USA Retired
Hydrolevel Correspondence
Hydrolevel Expenses
[Inaugural Parade Orders, 1957]
Insurance—RLS, Automobile
Insurance—RLS, Home
Inventories and Receipts
Investments—Dorothy C. Schulz
Invitations, 1969
Invitations, 1970
Invitations, 1971
Invitations, 1972
Jenkins, Ray
Johns Hopkins University (Chandler), 1969 [project directed by Professor Alfred D. Chandler to publish DDE’s important personal papers]
Johns Hopkins University, 1970
Johns Hopkins University, 1972
Johnson & Johnson Records, 1937-1939
Joint Military Passenger Agreement
[Kane, Joseph; correspondence re: Facts about the Presidents]
Key Documents Relating to Presidential Transition and Allowances for Former Presidents
Last Man Club
“The Last Salute” [Chapter 24 (DDE) of The Last Salute: Civil and Military Funerals, by B.C. Mossman and M.W. Stark]
Lawrence Organization (Justus Lawrence)
Licenses and Permits
Lists
Maeder, Paul
McCann, Kevin [empty]
McKenna, Bernard J.
Memos to General Eisenhower

Miscellaneous Items Relating to Former Presidents
Moaney, John A., 1969 [citation; health; retirement]
Moaney, John, 1970
[Moaney, John stock and investments, 1970]
Moaney, John —Tax data received 1970
Moaney, John, 1971
Moaney, Sgt. John —Tax papers, 1971
Motel Project
Moura, Major Arthur S.
National Land Development Policy, Committee for a—Correspondence
National Land Development Policy, Correspondence
National Land Development Policy, Expense
National Railroad Museum, 1970
National Railroad Museum, 1971
National Railroad Museum, 1972
NAUS (National Association of Uniformed Services)
Newspaper Clippings, 1969 [Nixon administration; RLS’s illness]

Newspaper Clippings, 1970 (1)-(2) [Nixon administration; current affairs]
Nice Letters
Nicholas, James G.
[Nixon administration memorabilia]
[Nixon second term clippings]
Nyrop, Donald W.
Office Space (Personal)
Oil Venture
Orders—Miscellaneous, Sample [travel orders, etc., 1945-50]
[Ormond Beach First National Bank]
Panamex Engineering Co., S. A. (Ingenieria Panamex)
Parcel Post Insurance
[Paris trip, 1959]
Pay and Allowances
People-to-People, 1969 [efforts to capitalize and expand on Eisenhower’s legacy]
People-to-People, 1970
People-to-People, 1971
People-to-People, 1972
Personal and Confidential [times LBJ was at White House to see DDE; finances;
DDE heart attack, November 9, 1967; clippings; copies of DDE correspondence
regarding Supreme Court criticism; notable events during DDE administration]
Personal Policy
Personal Decorations and Awards
Personnel Agency
Photograph Inscriptions

97 The Pilgrims, 1972 [The Pilgrim Society; literature and correspondence re speaker
invitations]
Pinckley, Virgil 1970 [efforts to find publisher for book; other books on DDE]
Pinckley, Virgil 1971 [Pinckley’s research; other accounts of DDE administration]
Pinckley, Virgil 1972
Pistol Permits (RLS)
P.O. Boxes
Project 23 [official residence for Vice-President]
Projects Pending [1947, DDE inspection trips]
Projects Pending [1960-1970]
Pullman Car List [includes Pullman brochure, 1939; list of cars, 1943]
Railroad Car #90
Rail Car Plans
Rancho San Vicente
Reading Chevrolet
Real Estate—Annandale Shopping Center
Real Estate—Denver, Belmont Heights
Real Estate—Denver, Cherry Hills
Real Estate—Denver, Clinic
Real Estate—Denver, General
Real Estate—General
Real Estate—Industrial Site, California
Real Estate—Tucson, Arizona
Receipts
Receipts (PS)

98 Receipts—In
Receipts—Out
Records [RLS, 1928-1947]
[Reppucci, Biagio] [nephew of Thomas Amatucci; various references and documents]
Republican Party, Sustaining Member
Retirement Annuities
Rhodesia
Route Map—Location of “Mortgage Manor” [RLS home]
[Schulz Footlocker]
Schulz Hospitalization [following April, 1969 heart attack]
Schulz (Personal) (1)-(2) [1969-71]
[Schulz—Photographs]

99 Schulz-Travel, 1969 [official travel]
Schulz—Travel 1970 [official travel]
Schulz—Travel, 1971
Schulz—Travel, 1972
SHAPE Officers’ Association
[Special Assistant to the President for Liaison with Former Presidents]
[South America trip]
Stationery, RLS
Steamship Lines
STRABIT
Studies—Federal Assistance for Presidential Transitions
Studies—Legislation List and Summary of Benefits, Former Presidents
Studies—PL 88-277 Interpretations and Precedents
Studies—PL 85-745 Interpretations and Precedents
Studies—PL 85-745 Legislative History
Studies—Benefits Accorded Former Presidents’ Widows
Studies—Travel Benefits Accorded Former Presidents
Studies—Basic Procedural Information for Implementing “Former Presidents Act”
Studies—History of Origin, Office of Liaison with Former Presidents
Tax and Pullman Scale [taxes and pricing]
Telecommunications Project

100 Telephone Memos, 1969 (1)-(2) [July 14, 1969 through December 31, 1969; gives name of caller and time, but not subject of call]
Telephone Memos, 1970 (1) [January 2, 1970 through December 31, 1970; gives name of caller and time, but not subject of call]
Telephone Memos, 1970 (2)-(3) [January 2, 1970 through December 31, 1970; gives name of caller and time, but not subject of call]
Telephone Memos, 1971 (1) [January 4, 1971 through December 30, 1971; gives name of caller and time, but not subject of call]
101 Telephone Memos, 1971 (2)-(4) [January 4, 1971 through December 30, 1971; gives name of caller and time, but not subject of call]

Telephone Memos, 1972 (1)-(2)

102 Telephone Memos, 1972 (3)-(4)
Thank-you Letters (a) Carriers [to railroad personnel, etc.]
Thank-you Letters (b) Others [1946-47, including re services for JSDE wedding]
Thompson Trip to Brussels [re: Percy W. Thompson and Beatrice, parents of Barbara Thompson Eisenhower; lost luggage, health]
Transportation Request Issuance Record
Transportation Request Requisition and Receipt [empty]
Transportation Museum
Travel Allowances (TM 14-503)
[Tribute of a Grateful Nation, 1969]
Trips
Tucker Modular Homes
Universal Match Corporation
Unused Transportation and T/R, Also Receipts
Ventures
Voting Information
Wine File (RLS)
White House Protocol [protocol list]

SUBSERIES: SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT INDEX

103 Meeting index [persons whom Schulz met while employed as Special Assistant to the President for Liaison with Former Presidents; each card notes name, code, and meeting date(s), for instance, the “O” in “O March 11, 1970” stands for “Visit to this office”]

SUBSERIES: EISENHOWER FELLOWS CARD INDEX, 1954-74

104 Card index of Eisenhower Fellows, 1954-74

SERIES 5: MEMORABILIA [unarranged]

105 [Withdrawn materials]
[Memorabilia] (1)-(3) [unarranged]
[New York Genealogical and Biographical Record] [Eisenhower genealogy]
[Clippings]
[Documents]
“The War in Three Pages”
“The Denver White House—A Report”
[Softcover publications] (1)-(2)
Page 45 of 47

[Softcover publications—DDE]
[Memorabilia]
[Holiday cards and letters of thanks]
[Nixon White House invitations]
*National Geographic*, August 1965 [Death of Winston Churchill]
[Letters from friends] (1)-(2)
“The Helianthus” [copy]
*[Houston Chronicle* insert re LBJ Library]
Memo / Floor Plans
[Maps and plans on board] (6) [see Box 107 for folders (1)-(5)]
[Topographic maps of Washington, D.C. area]

107 [Maps and plans on board] (1)-(5) [various route maps, city maps, and plans of foreign hotels pertaining to DDE’s travels as President; all mounted on boards]
[Memorabilia]
[Transportation Corps Officer Training School, RLS Diploma]

108 [Magazines] (1)-(2)
[Large Christmas Cards]
[Memorabilia]

SERIES 6: MILITARY TRAVEL FILES, 1945-1948

109 Project 1 [General Wainwright and party; 13-15 September 1945]
Project 2 [DDE; 9-13 November 1945]
Project 3 [DDE; 15-21 November 1945]
Project 4 [DDE; 22-24 November 1945]
Project 5 [DDE; 1-3 December 1945]
Project 6 [MDE; 5-7 December 1945]
Project 7 [DDE—trip to Canada; 8-13 January 1946]
Project 8 [DDE; 30 January – 1 February 1946]
Project 8A [DDE; 14 February – 2 March 1946]
Project 9 [DDE and Winston Churchill; 7-9 March 1946]
Project 10 [DDE; 1-3 April 1946]
Project 11 [DDE; 5-7 April 1946]
Project 12 [DDE; 24-26 April 1946]
Project 13 [DDE; 17-24 March 1946]
Project 14 [DDE; 1-3 June 1946]
Project 15 [DDE; 5-7 June 1946]
Project 16 [DDE; 8-10 June 1946]
Project 17 [DDE; 10-11 July 1946]
Project 18 [DDE—trip to Minocqua, Wisconsin; 13-23 July 1946]
Project 19 [Bernard Law Montgomery; 9-19 September 1946]
Project 20 [DDE trip to Brazil, Panama, and Mexico; 1-19 August 1946]
Project 21 [DDE; 2-3 September 1946]

110  OCSP 1 [DDE; 11-16 September 1946]
    OCSP 2 [DDE; 21-24 September 1946]
    OCSP 3 [Peter W. Mirras; 20 September 1946]
    OCSP 4 [DDE; 23 September – 20 October 1946]
    OCSP 5 [DDE; 27-28 October 1946]
    OCSP 6 [DDE; 30-31 October 1946]
    OCSP 7 [DDE; 1-2 November 1946]
    OCSP 8 [DDE; 2 November 1946]
    OCSP 9 [DDE; 9 November 1946]
    OCSP 9A [RLS; 13-14 November 1946]
    OCSP 10 [DDE; 20-21 November 1946]
    OCSP 11 [DDE; 29 November 1946]
    OCSP 12 [DDE; 3-4 December 1946] [birds eye view of route to One Wall Street]
    OCSP 13 [DDE (Coral Gables hospital stay); 7 December 1946 – 12 January 1947]
    OCSP 14 [Col. James Stack (see OCSP 13); 4 December 1946 – 23 December 1946]
    OCSP 15 [Maj. Charles C. Cannon (see OCSP 13 and 14); 21 December 1946 – 12 January 1947]
    OCSP 16 [DDE; 16-19 January 1947]
    OCSP 17 [DDE; 23-24 January 1947]
    Personal Travel to Boone, Iowa [MDE, Mrs. Moore, RLS]
    OCSP 18 [Gen. Thomas T. Handy; 2-17 February 1947]
    OCSP 20 [DDE; 21 February 1947]
    OCSP 21 [DDE; 19-26 February 1947]

111  OCSP 22 [DDE; 30 March – 16 April 1947]
    OCSP 23 [DDE; 4-6 May 1947]
    OCSP 24 [DDE; 27-28 May 1947]
    OCSP 25 [DDE; 1-3 June 1947]
    OCSP 26 [DDE; 17 June 1947]
    OCSP 27 [DDE; 20-22 June 1947]
    OCSP 28 [DDE; 28-29 August 1947]
    OCSP 29 [DDE; 31 August – 5 September 1947]
    OCSP 30 [DDE; 10-14 September 1947]
    OCSP 31 [RLS; 14-15 September 1947]
    OCSP 32 [DDE; 24-25 September 1947]
    OCSP 33 [DDE; 1-6 November 1947]
    OCSP 34 [DDE; 29 November 1947]
    OCSP 35 [DDE 13-14 December 1947]
    OCSP 35A [Maj. C. Craig Cannon; 9 January 1948]
    OCSP 36 [DDE; 15-17 January 1948]
OCSP 37 [RLS; 6-8 April 1948]
OCSP 38 [Sgt. Leonard D. Dry; 24 April 1948]
OCSP 39 [DDE; 19-24 May 1948]
OCSP 40 [RLS; May 1948]
OCSP 41 [Maj. C. Craig Cannon; June 1948]
OCSP 42 [RLS and DDE; 29-30 June 1948]
OCSP 43 [RLS; 14-15 July 1948]
OCSP 44 [RLS; 18-19 July 1948]
OCSP 45 [RLS and DDE; 20 September 1948]
OCSP 46 [RLS and DDE; 1 October 1948]
OCSP 47 [RLS; 15-16 October 1948]